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Task 1
(TA) Task Achievement
Addresses the requirements of the task and presents an overview with
information appropriately selected
Presents and adequately highlights key features/ bullet points but details may be
irrelevant, inappropriate or inaccurate
(CC) Coherence and Cohesion
Arranges information and ideas coherently and there is a clear overall progression
Uses cohesive devices effectively, but cohesion within and/or between sentences
may be faulty or mechanical
(LR) Lexical Resource
Uses an adequate range of vocabulary for the task
(GRA) Grammatical Range and Accuracy
Uses a mix of simple and complex sentence forms

Task 2
(TA) Task Achievement
Addresses all parts of the task although some parts may be more fully covered
than others
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(CC) Coherence and Cohesion
Logically organises information and ideas; there is a clear progression throughout
Uses a range of cohesive devices appropriately although there may be some
under-/over-use
(LR) Lexical Resource
Uses an adequate range of vocabulary for the task
Makes some errors in spelling and/or word formation, but they do not impede
communication
(GRA) Grammatical Range and Accuracy
Uses a mix of simple and complex sentence forms
Makes some errors in grammar and punctuation but they rarely reduce
communication

FINAL SCORE:  6
 .0

In Conclusion:
Task 1: In this task the main feature was the sharp increase in
participants for athletics. Although the overall increase was
mentioned, the sudden, increase was not. This was a key point and
would have enabled you to mention possible reason for this, maybe
the 2012 London Olympics. This covers the ‘presents, highlights and
illustrates key features’ in the TA band.
Cohesive devices are needed throughout both tasks to guide the
reader through the detailed information, and substitution to prevent
repetition. This will increase the CC score.
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There were some opportunities here to increase the vocabulary level.
for example, ‘money spent’ - expenditure, ‘sport’ - physical recreation,
‘dangerous’ - menacing, treacherous, life threatening.
Additionally, complex sentence structures are required (using
subordinate clauses) to show your English ability and increase the
GRA band.
These points are similar to your previous submissions. If you
download the IELTS band descriptors, you can see what the
expectations are for your tasks. These need to be fulfilled in order to
gain a higher overall score.
I wish you well for future submissions.

The scores and feedback provided are by real examiners and are an estimate of your current level. They cannot be used as an official
test result and can not be used for immigration or study abroad purposes.
IELTS is a registered trademark of University of Cambridge, the British Council, and IDP Education Australia. This site and it's owners are not
affiliated, approved or endorsed by the University of Cambridge ESOL, the British Council, and IDP Education Australia.
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WRITING TASK 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The first chart below gives information about the money spent by British parents
on their children’s sports between 2008 and 2014. The second chart shows the
number of children who participated in three sports in Britain over the same time
period.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and
make comparisons where relevant.
You should write at least 150 words.

The two charts below provide data on the money spent by British parents on their
children's sports and the number of participated children in football, athletics and
swimming between 2008 and 2014. Both charts illustrate an increasing trend from
2008 to 2014. Football is the most popular sport between British children in all
years (8 million participation in 2008 and 9 million participation in 2014).

Comment [1]: This would be better in the
body of the text when analysing the graphs`

All of the three sports indicate an upward trend between the years 2008 and 2014,
but athletics, with about a 4 million increase in participation, has the most growth.
While swimming is the second most popular sport between British children in 2008
(about 2 million participation), it turns to the least popular in 2014 (about 4 million
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participants).
Overall, the two given charts show information about the money spent by British
parents on their children's sports and the number of children who participated in
three sports in Britain between 2008 and 2014. It has been shown that parents
spend more money on their children's sport activity and children participate more in
2014 compared with 2008.

Comment [2]: This is an unnecessary repea
of the introduction
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(171 words)

WRITING TASK 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic.
Extreme sports such as sky diving and skiing are very dangerous and should be
banned.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with this view?
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
You should write at least 250 words.
Doing sport is the best way to have a healthy body and mind and has the most
impact on everybody's health, however, some types of sports such as sky diving and
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skiing are very dangerous. Some people think that extreme sports should be banned
because of their drawbacks. I believe extreme sports like sky diving, skiing and
surfing should not be banned based on many reasons.
First of all, these sports can help countries to have a better economy. Some extreme
sports can be done just in specific areas. For example, Canada is the most suitable
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place for skiing. People from all around the world come to Canada to ski. This tourist
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attraction will improve Canada's economy. Secondly, banning extreme sports
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correlates with people's job losses. Extreme sports make various types of jobs. There
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is a lot of equipment which is necessary to do extreme sports, many companies
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make this equipment and several workers work in these companies. Finally, extreme
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sports have a wonderful impact on their fans. There are many, many people who like
extreme sports such as sky diving and skiing. They enjoy when doing or watching
these sports and it is a big part of their life. Banning extreme sports has a terrible
impact on them.
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To conclude, there are many sports which are very dangerous like sky diving and
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skiing. Some people think that these types of sports should be banned; however, I
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believe that banning extreme sports is associated with many huge problems so,
extreme sports should not be banned.
(255 words)

